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ABSTRACT chosen for this box to simplify the as.-embly, test
and adjustment procedures of thi~ PSC'I.

The paper concerns with the definition of a In order to reduce mass and size, the most

Power Supply and Control Unit for Electric advanced integration technologies are used, for

Propulsion applications on board satell tes. example utilizing ASIC for the digital system.

The unit, developed by FIAR SpA under ESTEC For all the converters included in the PSCU,

contract, will fly on ARTEMIS satellite, that is the experiences accumulated by FIAR in the past

planned to be launched in 1994. has been utilized to improve efficiency and increase

The power conditioners have the task of reliability, particularly relating to the high voltage

supplying the Radiofrequency Ion Thruster sections of the system.

Assembly with the voltages required for correct Particular attention is paid to minimizing noise

operation of the thruster itself, the Neutralizer and disturbance effects deriving from the inte-

and the Xenon Flow Control Unit. gration in the same box of the power supplies and

The design of these power supplies has taken into the microprocessor based control system.

account the different characteristics of their

specific loads with particular stress on protection

circuitry and with the aim to optimize mass, size

and efficiency. PROPULSION SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS.

The control system task consists of execution

of thruster operational procedures, thrust pulse The thruster consists of a quartz vessel and

modulation in the range from 0 to 15mN, system a grid system. In the vessel a plasma is created

monitoring and control. by a radiofrequency field. The ions of the plasma

A summary of test results is also presented, are accelerated and focussed by the grid system.

together with the prospect of future activities To do this, a positive high voltage which accelerates

planned for the continuation of the program. the ions, and a negative high voltage to correct
their trajectories are needed.

Additionally, a regulated low voltage is required
to supply the Radio-Frequency Generator (RFG)

INTRODUCTION external to the PSCU.

In the field of electric propulsion studies there The Positive High Voltage converter (PHV)

is particular interest at the moment in radiofre- manages most of the electrical power, and for this

quency ion generation thrusters. A thruster based reason PHV design is oriented towards efficiency

on the above system and developed by the German maximization.

Company MBB, will be tested in orbit, for the first

time, with the launch of the European Retrievable The Negative High Voltage converter (NHV)

Carrier EUREKA in 1992. The same thruster is requires the facility to change the output voltage

planned to be used also for the experimental from -1000V to -2300V, in order to get a good ion

telecommunications satellite ARTEMIS. extraction process in different working conditions.

On this satellite the north-south stationkeeping Both the PHV and NHV must be protected against

will be achieved by ion propulsion, thruster arcs that can normally occur during

Two different systems will be used: the UKIO and operating conditions.

the Radiofrequency Ion Thruster Assembly (RITA).
The RFG feeds the coupled plasma with a power

The RITA design for ARTEMIS is different from dependent upon its input voltage.

the EUREKA one mainly in the power supply and When the discharge into the plasma disappears

control systems. In fact the RITA system on the RFG presents a low input impedance. Therefore

ARTEMIS has been developed and prepared for it must be fed in current limitation mode.

commercial applications. This needs a new design Varying the input voltage, it is possible to

to decrease complexity, mass, size and production change the power transmitted to the plasma and

cost, and also to increase the maximum thrust level then the number of ions produced.

from 10mN to 15mN and propulsion system reliability The ion production rate influences the ion density
and thus the thrust obtained by extraction. In

The Power Supply and Control Unit (PSCU) is such a way is possible to modulate the RITA thrust.

integrated in one box. A modular construction is
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RITA also contains a neutralizer that provides The PSCU supports the digital link from the
electrons for positive ion beam neutralization, satellite and the propulsion system, receiving
This is needed to avoid the satellite charge up telecommands and transmitting telemetries of
when the ions propulsion is operating. significant internal values, by means of a processor

The neutralizer works at high temperature and based system with suitable software.
this requires a proper heater system which, dmi To connect the control system to all the power
to the particular nature of electro-emitting supplies, an internal bidirectional digital serial
material, requires an alternating current with the line is employed.
possibility of regulation over a wide range. This digital bus allows the control system to

A discharge supply is also needed, with ani command and control the different power condi-
output voltage high enough to aid the start of tioners.
discharge and with a current limilation. Analog electrical data at power supplies level
The discharge power contributes to heating the are converted and transmitted into digital format
neutralizer. In order to avoid overtemperature the to the central logic.
output power must be limited throughout the Conversely digital telecommands coming to the
output voltage range. central logic from outside the PSCU are converted

into analog format at power supplies level.
The Flow Control Unit (FCU) is another Telecommands can change the thrust level from 0

component of RITA. It controls and regulates to 15mN and also the software internal parameters,
thruster and neutralizer propellent flows. It in order to adapt PSCU behaviour to the thruster
consists of tanks, feeding tubes for the thruster life variations.
and neutralizer, switching and latching valves and
pressure transducers. In Fig. 1 the PSCU internal scheme is shown.

The following principal parts can be marked out:
Thruster interfaces:

PSCULSTRMCTBE
- Positive High Voltage (PHV)

The PSCU has two main sections. The first is - Negative High Voltage (NHV)
the power section, which is composed of the power - RF generator Power Supply (RFGPS) and RFG
supplies needed to drive the thruster, the aux power supply (RFG Aux)
neutralizer, the FCU valves and pressure trans-
ducers. The second section is the central logic Thrust control depends upon:
and it has the function to perform suitable
procedures to control the RITA during normal - Beam Current Control.
operation or anomalous conditions and system
malfunctioning due to failures.
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Fig. 1 PSCU Block Diagram.
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Neutralizer interfaces: In order to make easier the start of plasma
dishli.rge, a low positive voltage is applyed to the

-Neutralizer Keeper Po,er Supply (NKPS) rieg ive grid.

- Neutrlizer Catlhodl Hater Poi.erI Si pl,

(NCHPS). This voltalge is created by another power supply
.alled lSnitor. This operation is allowed by a high

FCU interfaces: voltage relay that connects the grid with the NHV
or the Ignit.or Power Supply under central logic

- Valves supply. control.

Satellite interfaces:

- Control logic RF Generator Power Supply (RPGPS) and RFG Aux

- Power distribution. Power Supply.

PSCII Internal Power sulppli-s ;ir,': Tlh task of the RFGPS is to supply the RFG
t.ith a voltage varying between 10V and 60V, and

- Main Auxiliary Convert. r (M\ C) with a maximum current of 3 Amp.

- logic Supply. A hibck configuration with an integrated PWM
controller is chosen to achieve a reduction in
converter mass and size. The simple configuration
also allows a good reliability figure.

PQWiRSUPPIJESETAILED DESCRIPTION Output voltage is not fixed and is enslaved to the
Beam Current Control.

During particular conditions the converter
works in current limitation mode and the output

Positive High Voltage converter (PHV). current is regulated at 3 Ampere.
The maximum output power reaches 180W and the

This converter can manage up to 450W. and efficiency is about 96% with a nominal load that

therefore particular care is used to maximize the is about 115W.

efficiency. With an output voltage of 1500V and a

current up to 300mA, the PIIV is used to accelerate The RFG auxiliary supply provides the RF

xenon ions to create the thrust. The nominal output Generator with a 12V voltage to supply the internal

current is 240mA for a thrust level of 15mN. It circuitry.

employs a quasi-resonant configuration without

regulation that gives an efficiency of about 93%

at the nominal thrust.
This solution also allows to reduce snubber Beam Current Control (BCC).

networks, resulting in converter mass and size

saving. This system is responsible for thrust regulation.

The Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) level is The thrust produced can be calculated by the

lower than in the case of a standard PWM type following equation (1):

converter.

From the technological point of view, a fully (2miV)
integrated construction is adopted for all the high F = - I
voltage sections. Power transformer design is
oriented to the minimisation of parasitic effects

and to Internal heat dissipation. (1)

A high voltage output filter is necessary to where:

protect against thruster arcs, until a fast

protection circuit detects the abnormal condition F is the thrust

and switches off the PHV.

1, is the beam current

Negative High Voltage converter (NHV).
m, is the atomic mass of the propellent used

In order to optimize the beam focussing in all

conditions, the NHV must have a variable output

voltage under control of central logic and of 1' is the accelerating voltage

external telecommands.
The output voltage can vary from -1000V to

-2300V, with a current of -30mA maximum (in normal e is the electron charge.

conditions the output current is much lower than

this limit).
Also for this converter a quasi-resonant topology Because the system used by RITA has a near

and a high voltage integrated construction are constant value for the accelerating voltage, the

adopted, thrust is proportional to the beam current.

Because the amount of power managed is reduced, The controller consists of two sections. The

the transformer dissipation is not critical. A high first performs the beam current measurement (a

voltage output filter is still required for converter value used also by the beam current telemetry).

protection against arcs. The second section compares this value with the
desired one, which is provided by a beam current

a
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reference generator, that receives an external The valves employed in the FCU are normal
telecommand. closed type, to avoid xenon propellent leaking in
This is an 8 bit digital word and is transmitted space because of power supplies failure or main
to the BCC via a serial digital line. bus disappearance.
The BCC output controls the RFG output. voltag., During thruster operation the valves are con-
on which depends the thrust. tinuously driven.

The thrust stability achieved is better than +5% In order to reduce power demand of FCU the
in worst case condition and during life. valves are driven with two voltage levels. A voltage

pulse is sent to each valve at the beginning of
the commutation and then a lower maintaining
voltage is applied.

Neutralizer Keeper Power Supply (NKPS).
The pressure transducers section consists of

This converter supplies the neutralizer. As the the supply circuitry and the signal conditioning
power level required is low (about 7W), and in section, where the pressure signals are converted
order to reduce mass and size, a simple flyback into digital form and then transmitted to the control
configuration is chosen, with particular behaviour unit through a serial line.
to allow for a widely varying load.
The output voltage can vary from 13V to 200V and The last parts of the PSCU power supplies are
the output current from a few mAmps to more than the circuits related to internal use: the Main
half an Ampere. Auxiliary Converter (MAC) and the Logic Supply.

Throughout this range, the NKPS output power The last one is responsible for supplying the
is controlled and does not exceed the nominal one microcontroller card and the other digital sections
by more than 10%. of PSCU. It has a precise overvoltage and

undervoltage protection.

The Main Auxiliary Converter supplies all the
Neutralizer Cathode Heater Power Supply (NCHPS). internal logic of the different converters and

preregulates the power inputs for NKPS, RFGPS,
The function of the NCHPS is to heat the IGNPS and Valves Supply.

electroemitting material of the neutralizer cathode, It manages a power of more than 200W and for
with the aim of making the discharge start easier this reason its efficiency is increased by the use
in the xenon atmosphere. of a quasi-resonant configuration. Also a particular

The output of this converter is a controlled construction of the multiwinding power trans-
alternating current so as to avoid fast degradation former is adopted to decrease output impedance
of the elettroemitting material, and in order to and transimpedance and to achieve a better
obtain gradual heating, regulation of the different output voltages.

In fact the cold heater presents a remarkably
lower resistance compared to nominal working
conditions. In this case a voltage control can lead CONTROL LOGIC
to an excessive current.

The Control Logic section is based on a 80C31
An external 8 bits digital telecommand, transmitted microcontroller, running at 4MHz. It is composed
via the digital serial line, gives the current value by three main items:
and is converted into an analog reference that
controls the output current (256 different current - the CPU section, including the microcontroller
levels are allowed), itself, the mini-RTU interface and the power

supplies interface

- the internal CMD/TLM transmission serial line
Ignitor Power Supply (IGNPS).

- the power supplies referenced peripheral logic
The scope of this converter is to feed the outer units.

thruster grid with a low positive voltage (80V).
This is useful as it attracts electrons from the Command transmission and telemetries acquisition
neutralizer to make easier the start of thruster to/from the power supplies are carried out by the
discharge, peripheral logic units, each one serving a set of
It is constructed with a linear regulator with a power converters referred to the same ground.
current foldback characteristic. When the dis- They communicate with the microcontroller by
charge in the thruster vessel is obtained, the means of the internal digital serial line.
IGNPS is switched off and disconnected by the
high voltage relay. The functions of the peripheral logic are to:

- decode the digital words received from the CPU
section so as to switch on/off the power supplies

Valves Supply. and change thruster operating parameters;

This section of the unit is related to supply - A/D convert the analog telemetries acquired at
Flow Control Unit valves and pressure transducers, power supplies level and transmit them, with the

digital status, to the CPU section.

Each unit is integrated in a single monolithic
Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC).
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Fig. 2 Microcontroller Power Supplies Interface Block Diagram.

The concept is well explained in Fig. 2. This choice It brings the RITA through the operational

allows: states shown in the transition diagram of Fig. 3
and handles a number of anomalous conditions,

- achievement of galvanical insulation between the both in steady states and during transition

microcontroller section and converters referred between states.

to different groundings;
The PSCU software has been coded using the

-minimization of the power consumption due to C high level language, and developed with the

data transmission by reducing the numbers of most advanced cross compiler and emulator.

data lines;

-optimization of dimension and masses.
The nine identified states in Fig. 3 are:

Further power consumption reduction is achieved

by using HCMOS technology for the ASIC. - check-out

Some hardware protections have been included - PSCU on

to maximise reliability of RITA operations both in

case of PSCU internal failures and thruster - neutralizer activation

anomalous behaviour. The internal protections

assure a very simple and reliable unit, whose - neutralizer ignition

reliability factor is better than 3000 Fit.
- neutralizer on

- thruster discharge ignition

- stand-by (thruster discharge on)

PSCU SOFTWARE
- starting thrust

The PSCU software provides RITA operational

procedures execution, system monitoring and - thrust on

control, ground telecommands execution and

telemetry data transmission.

5
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Fig. 3 Functional States Transition Diagram.

Either external commands, coming from the data Protections.
handling system ("T_" prefix), or operating events
("E_" prefix), cause the PSCU to move from one The control software is able to overcome anomalous
state to another. Events are detected by the control events due to either the intrinsic electricsystem on the basis of the digital and analog data propulsion constraints or the noisy operating
coming from the PS unit. environment.

The following monitoring falls into the firstIn the Fig. 3, the thicker circles show the steady category:
states: the PSCU stays in those states until a
command or an anomalous event forces it to move. - neutralizer discharge off;
The other states are called transition states: the
PSCU stays in those states for the time needed - thruster discharge off;
to perform a function; when the function is
successfully completed the following steady state - arcing;
is entered, otherwise (a failure is detected) the
PSCU goes back to the previous steady state. - current imbalance.

Controls to overcome a noisy operating environment
are:

Functions.
- ROM checksum;

The function performed by the software are
the following: - RAM check;

- check-out, performed at power on; - double watch dog circuit.

- data handling management (telecommand recep- The adopted strategies that overcome the transitiontion and execution, telemetry collection and failures are:
transmission);

- input data filtering;
- flow control unit management (thruster feed line

pressure control, neutralizer feed line pressure - output commands with pattern;
control);

- triplication of state variable;
- propulsion and RF generator unit management

- data consistency check;
- neutralizer activation, ignition, and failure

monitoring - majority voting philosophy

- thruster discharge ignition, and failure moni- - essential data saving (at each RTC)
toring

- status recovery action.
- thrust start, arcing monitoring, current imbal-

ance monitoring, and thrust stop.
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PSCU TEST CONCLUSIONS

In 1989 .FIAR built a PSCU breadbord. A Power System and Control Unit for a Radio

This was integrated with the Thruster, the Frequency Ion Thruster was developed and tested.

neutralizer, the FCU and with an OBDH simulator. This paper has discussed the internal structure

The RITA was tested in the vacuum test facility and the design philosophy of the PSCU foreseen

of Giessen University (Germany) during two test to be used with RITA on ARTEMIS satellite.

series in 1990. Tests performed gave good results, so that the
Electric Propulsion alternative seems to be very

The PSCU drove the RIT 10 on thrust for more attractive for commercial applications to telecom-

than 130 hours with thrust level range from 5 to munication satellites.

15mN.
A maximum of 16.4mN thrust was also reached.
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FUTURE PSCU IMPROVEMENTS

Much information for the PSCU engineering REFERENC
model design came out from Breadbord test results.

The main improvement is related to the solution "The Design of RITA Electric Propulsion System

of the problems due to noise on the digital control of Sat 2 (Artemis)" by H. Bassner, H-P. Berg, R.

system. Kukies, C. Bocchiola; 21st IEPC, Orlando 1990.

Software protection and code are modified, and a

new concept of watch dog circuit is employed.

Microcontroller clock and data serial line frequency
are decreased.

Moreover additional galvanic shields have to be

added between the control logic and the power

section.
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